Off-topic

Academy Award winner Chris Landreth

- The New Face of CGI: Advances in Facial and Speech Animation
- Wed the 27th, 4:15-5:15
- RSVP required
Your first csc343 lecture?

- http://www.cdf.utoronto.ca/~csc343h/winter
- Everything is on the website (not Blackboard).
- Monday’s lecture materials are on the website.
- Read the course syllabus, also on the website.
- “Tutorials” will be the same as lectures: in the lecture hall, with me.

- The first lecture Prep exercises were due Sun night.
  - I will prorate the rest of them for late enrolers.
Course Announcements

Midterm conflicts

- I will try to accommodate swap requests. Watch for an announcement closer to the date.

Office hour conflicts?